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Earth Slowing Down!
Our Science Correspondent:

position. The next hymn will be
number 263, Onward Christian
Soldiers”

Have you noticed the Earth
moving more slowly?
It’s not just age. When skyscrapers
are built near the equator, the
earth slows down. “Like an iceskater putting their arms out, the
angular momentum of the
skyscrapers slows down the
central rotating object, in this case
the earth.” said scientist Prof
Scheet Wappers of the Technical
University Dalft.
Dubai & UAE high-rises are not the
only risk factors. It is feared that
melting icecaps will have a similar
effect. “The earth will face a kind
of middle-aged spread. Water will
flow to the fastest rotating point,
and sea levels will rise even more
around the equator.”
In case extra container capacity is
needed to ship offsetting items to
the poles, Professor Wappers’
team is currently seeking advice
from the UK Transport Secretary
for best practice in contracting
ferry services.

MPs Bill Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein commented, “May
was full of promises, but she
didn’t keep ‘em quick enough for
some. And a crowd of doubting
Thomases was predicting that the
deal would never come. And now
both the mainstream parties are
busting
out
all
over”
(Carousel, 1954: at 2:30)

Agreement End of May?
Theresa’s recent talks in Charm el
Sheikh have led commentators to
conclude that no agreement will
be possible before the end of May.
“Miaou, it won’t happen before
the end of May” said one source
close to the Downing Street cat.
“Yes, it’ll be the end of May”
agreed a cabinet minister “she’s
defined a logically impossible deal,
then insists that everyone is nearly
coming together to support it.”
Theresa May commented “We are
continuing to work hard to get
everyone to relocate their arses to
their upper arms. We encourage
everyone to unite around this new

Top Etonian exam tips!
1. Make sure to choose a school
with VAT-exempt charitable
status, the best paid teachers
in the country, and class sizes
no more than 12 (often 6-8)
2. Chillax, you’ve done the hard
part
3. Build your CV with an
internship at the House of
Lords
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4. Win the battle on the playing
fields of England
5. Wear a white tie
6. Revise for some of the last
afternoon before the exam
7. Turn up for the exam
8. Mention in the oral that your
grandfather’s trust paid for
the new pavilion
9. Afterwards, make classical
references without actually
saying how well you did in the
exam
10.Have a good laugh about it all
thirty years later with other
members of the Bullingdon
Club Cabinet
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Green energy advisors Warme
Lufte (“Warm Gust”) have
identified
significant
efforts
needed for the solar system to
improve its energy efficiency.

Taking the Peace Prize
“While Mercury and Venus are
relatively cosy, too much heat is
lost in the gaps between Jupiter
and Neptune” one expert
commented. “Saturn’s rings need
re-fitting, the asteroid belt is much
too loose. And that’s before we
even start to contemplate the
amount of energy lost around
Uranus.” The solar system has
assessed to have energy efficiency
level K-

Divine Energy Waste
God has recently been accused of
a ‘grotesque waste of energy.’
Scientist Dr Weet Schappers has
calculated that approximately 5
billionths of the sun’s output is
used to warm the major planets in
the solar system. A further
billionth is used by the sun to
provide twinkle twinkle to all
other galaxies. “The rest is simply
wasted” said Dr Schappers, “It
disappears into nothingness.”

buses to drive round and round
Boris Johnson’s house in the 6th
circle of hell (Islington), playing
Ode to Joy for the rest of eternity.
But frankly that would still not be
long enough to get Boris to
confess to the mess he’s made.”

Trump: ‘I’d like the Nobel Prize’
Abe: ‘Ah so-desu-ka, is this a prize
for your many works of fiction?’
Trump: ‘No, for how I have
generated Harmony and Peace’
Abe: ‘Ah, you are taking the Peace
Prize!’ See Guardian, 18 Feb 2019

Update from Texas:
Children playing Fortnite have
protested after makers Epic
Games introduced characters into
the game that bring it closer to
reality.

Divine Energy Waste II
The European Union decried the
amount of time and money being
spent in preparation for a No-Deal
Brexit. “This would pay for 350
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In the new Texan edition, 3 year
old bots roam the screen armed
with virtual weapons they found in
their parents’ bedside cabinets.
Shooting players at random, they
cause havoc and children have
petitioned for real life to be
adapted to reduce the risk.
“This is just insane,” said one
regular player, “the toddlerbots
don’t have a clue what they’re
doing. They find a weapon and are
just as likely to kill a regular player
as shoot themselves to bits.
Fortnite is too important for this.
They have to be stopped. If it
means banning guns in real life to
make Fortnite safe for us again, so
be it.” 209 unintentional shootings
by children in 2018: Everytown
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Cheery Pensioner
Fred (the Shred) Goodwin smiles
at photographers as he motors
from his house in Edinburgh to the
airport to fly by private jet to his
gated residence in the South of
France this week – celebrating 10
years since he crashed the British
economy and destroyed the
world’s biggest and most costly
bank. Fred’s pension is 342k GBP
per annum, paid by UK tax payers.

Film Review: Awakenings

Update from the UK:
A new explanation for relatively
low turnout by young people in
recent elections: a record high of
37% of 15-year olds take drugs.
“We are stumbling out of Europe
in a drug-hazed state,” said a
distinguished member of the CADS
community. “There’s only one way
to rebalance things. We must
legalise then nationalise the drugs
trade to capture revenues for HM
Government. Also make them free
for the over 75s. That will cut the
voting rate of the old geezers.”

cerebral cortex. In a desperate bid
to revive UK, Dr Williamson the
Defence Secretary announces a
plan to float Britain’s newest
aircraft carrier tantalingly close to
an array of European shore-based
missiles; Dr Javid the Home
Secretary promises to take
passports away from anyone who
looks like him, and Dr Hancock the
Health Secretary makes plans to
restore the nation’s gaiety by
prescribing rhyming slang on the
NHS. In a new transgender role
from beyond the grave, Robin
Williams plays the female wacky
Prime Minister presiding over the
fun with Darth Vaderan warmth,
humour and occasional piquant
references to her deep inner
sadness about the absence of
wheat fields.
“Outrageous” Dacre, P., Daily Mail

TV: Art in the Attic

A long-term patient known only as
‘UK’ awakens from a drug induced
coma to find that Brexit has not
yet been achieved, with long term
negotiations stretching on to
2021. UK stirs and twitches but
then falls back into its coma,
requiring ever stronger doses of
political news to stimulate its

Jeremy Corbyn refuses to bring
down his old policies from the
attic for closer inspection, while
Michael Gove is still scoffing at the
value of experts …
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Chairman’s Corner
On
Friday
February
15th
we met at the
KIGC for lunch,
and
were
addressed by the chair of the
KPMG working group on Brexit
Leon Kanters. Leon advised us to
prepare as best we can for all
potential scenarios, with deal or
delay as the most likely outcomes,
but with no deal as an increasing
possibility.
Latest
is
that
Parliament has voted against no
deal (again), and May has had to
make yet another humiliating Uturn after an unsatisfactory
holiday with her EU pals at Sharmel-Sheikh. Isn’t it amazin’ how they
pick these sunny distant lands to
hold their European winter
meetings?

Favourite Resort
Sharm-el-Sheikh has been a
popular rest and recuperation
spot ever since Moses and the
Chosen People stopped there for a
brief break in 1628 BC on their
epic walk to the Promised Land. In
fact Moses loved it so much he
trekked to the top of nearby

Mount Sinai and came back
looking radiant after communing
with God and getting some
tablets. Later on some monks built
a monastery there and named it St
Catherine’s.

Other Sinai tourist traps include
the Ras Mohammed National Park
and The Blue Hole, The Coloured
Canyon, Serabit el Khadim where
Pharaoh put up his own holiday
home, and Nawabis, whose
purpose is now forgotten, being
similar in this regard to Fred
Butlin’s
holiday
camps.

Next Meeting - CADS AGM

This month’s CADS activities have
been dominated by preparations
for our inaugural AGM, which will
be held at the KIGC on Dam
Square
after
this month’s
luncheon. Please do attend. It’s a
very special event to inaugurate
ourselves properly after 47 years
of
informal
arrangements!
Alternatively, appoint a proxy who
will attend and vote on your
behalf. Willem Hein Hogerzeil has
kindly stepped in to help prepare,
and a big vote of thanks for that 
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